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No matter what genre of music you love the most, having a quality pair of wireless headphones is essential if you want a better experience. Over the past few years we have seen the price of Bluetooth headphones drop dramatically. There are currently several manufacturers that offer budget options for those who want excellent sound quality, durability and comfort, but don't necessarily want to pay
exorbitant prices for a brand name like Panasonic, Beats by Dre or Sony. If you've taken it upon yourself to choose a new pair of Bluetooth headphones, you may have stumbled upon the new SoundPEATS No.12. We have had the pleasure of reviewing several SoundPEATS products in the past, including No 9, No 8 and y7' all exceeding our expectations. As their newest release, q12 is something that we
were really excited to get our hands on and finally try for ourselves. Unboxing right when you un-box headphones you'll notice that there are a few things included - USB charging cable, six interchangeable ear tips and hooks (3 pairs), two line buckles, a line of clamps, a holding case and a user's guide. First of all, the most important thing you need to do is achieve a proper fit. Take note that each piece of
ear is specific to the left or right side as indicated in the small L or R on each. With a bit of effort, you can remove ear hooks and tips and swap them with the right pair, which seems to fit best. You don't want them to lose too much or they naturally fall out, but if they're too tight they won't be reliably fit. You want a snug but snug fit - if you feel uncomfortable, try a different size or location. After a few minutes
of adjusting the size to fit your ears properly so that the ear tip seals into the ear canal, you need to cinch down the sliding cable, so there is no excess along the way. After unpacking, we were pleased with the overall build quality and design they used. What is unique to No.12 is that each piece of ear is equipped with magnetic support, so that they can be stacked together and worn in a safe and
unobtrusive fashion when not in use. This is a really cool feature that reduces the need to store them every time you stop using them for a few minutes. Although the included holding case is a great place to keep them while not being used, wearing them around your neck is very handy in some scenarios. Pair them with a piece of cake. They are compatible with Android or iOS-powered smartphones/tablets,
so you can use them with almost any modern device that has Bluetooth activated. First, turn on the headphones, holding the middle button on the control for 3 seconds. Once you do this, you should see the headphones appear under the available Bluetooth connections that your smartphone or Once you've done that, you're good to go and ready to use them as you please. Every time you turn them on after
you you Connect them, q12 will automatically memorize the link profile and pair without any manual adjustment. The useful and highly anticipated feature included by SoundPEATS in the No.12 program that they have not been able to include in previous versions is Multi-point Connection. This allows you to pair two different devices at the same time, so you can listen to music from different sources, not
just one. Comfort and Fit When placed in the ears with proper installation of ear tips and hooks, there is a lot of comfort that will provide hours of use without irritation. The material from which the kidneys are made is a soft, silicone material that is incredibly soft and elastic to the touch. After a few workout sessions, we found that he got up well with moisture and natural sweat build up over time. Although
depending on how much you sweat and the specific activities you participate in, we are sure by saying that they withstand moisture pretty well. Sound and Bass As one of the most important elements for any pair of high-quality headphones, sound and bass is essentially the most important feature for many music lovers. After all, if the headphones fit well and look good, but don't really work well, there's no
point in using them. To our delight, we found that SoundPEATS No. 12 provides excellent sound clarity with excellent high, medium and low tones. With the inclusion of APT-X technology, headphones achieve impeccable sound quality as long as your music source is of good quality (high bit speed). While the sound is quite difficult to describe in words, we think everyone would agree that they are definitely
suitable, especially given the budget prices that they retail. We've reviewed $100 headphones in the past that don't compare to the sound quality that No.12 can emit. The bass is deep, provides smooth rumbles and never seems overpowered or too dramatic. While you can't manually adjust the bass level, it's set to an appropriate level that works well with almost any genre of music. We tested them on hip
hop, pop, country and trance music and loved the way all the songs sounded. The sound quality is entirely dependent on proper fit, but once you have that installed, they naturally block out unwanted background noise. Wireless Range Since they work with the latest version of Bluetooth 4.1, you can expect the best wireless range that modern technology has to offer. Advertised as a 10 meter or 30 foot
wireless range, we found that just to be true in ideal conditions (i.e. line of sight). Whenever there are any objects, walls or physical obstacles along the way, the connection between the source of the music and the headphones decreases. In fact, we found that the wireless range varies from 20 to 30 feet, but this does not cause any problems with their use since most people do not be so far away from your
smartphone or tablet. Either way, there seems to be a lot of range available the most realistic situation that we could think of. With an integrated lithium-ion battery, you'll never have to change your battery to a new one - a simple recharge with a USB cable on. Depending on several factors, you can expect 5 to 6 hours of game time on full charge. Some of these factors include volume levels, distance
between headphones/source of music and environmental conditions like low temperatures. Making calls when the headphones number 12 are in sync with your smartphone and you get an incoming call, you don't need to stop everything you do and pull them out of your ears. The call will automatically arrive through the headphones, and you can accept or reject it using a in-line controller by pressing the
middle button for just a second. The clarity of the call is excellent, just as you would expect to listen to music, the incoming call sounds great. Also, speaking through a built-in microphone seems to work very well. With the inclusion of CVC 6.0 noise reduction technology, you get the same noise cancellation advantage that is included in all the other SoundPEATS headphones that exist. While it's not
necessarily a new feature, it's nice to see that they haven't gone away with it, As it makes a noticeable improvement for conversation in public, like on the bus or in the Bluetooth version specification: 4.1 Wireless range: 25-30 feet battery life 5-6 hours of Battery Standby Time: 180 hours Battery type: lithium-ion weight: 15 grams Length cable between headphones: 22 inches Maximum paired connections:
2 Total thoughts Although priced significantly less than you expect, What they will cost, the new SoundPEATS No12 Bluetooth headphones seem to provide a fabulous listening experience with exceptional comfort, paired with surprisingly high quality sound and bass. Easy to use, built to last, and designed for music lovers, so they're a great choice for those looking for high-end features at an affordable
price. The magnetic feature is a good addition, and the cable between the two headphones is sleek and flattened, so it avoids getting confused and twisted on its own - a common problem with many wireless headphones. There are many accessories included and available both in black and red color schemes. We can say with confidence that the sleek and ergonomic design will certainly satisfy those
looking for an excellent fit that matches the pleasant sound quality. Instrucciones extra Soundpeats No 12Esperamos que no tengas problemas en configurar de manera correcta tus soundpeats No12. Realmente son unos auriculares que no deber'an dar problemas de ning'n tipo ya que son compatible con una inmensa majoria de productos. Feather si seguimos teniendo problemas para poder conectar
de Manera correct debemos tener algunas cosas claras para wasting time. Звуковые сигналы No12 No12 ConnectIt may seem silly, but we should keep in mind that if you don't connect separately from the problem with the headset, it may be related to another theme. We need to check what the bluetooth connection standard is, the device we want to connect to our No.12 beeps. This is important
because if we try to connect our headphones to a standard that is very old, it can give us problems and it won't be a headset problem. So if we returned it and bought another model, the same thing would still happen to us. The best sound of your No 12Si you want to get the best sound on your soundpeats headphones, you have to take into account your smartphone's Bluetooth sound profile. In the
developer's options you can determine to the maximum the sound quality that the phone has to offer to be able to give an extra sound. To activate the settings that you have to go to the settings, click where it says about the phone 7 times and the message will appear that there are 7 more taps left. Complete it and you'll have developer options enabled. Now you only have to activate them in the tab above
to be able to use them. As part of these options you will be able to customize all Bluetooth audio options in detail. It is very important that if you are not sure that you do not touch anything. And if you're afraid to spoil something, it's best not to include options. This applies only to advanced users. We are not responsible for what people do once this option is enabled, as it is only for developers or advanced
users. Extras.
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